Fund Evaluation Group, LLC
Performance Analyst
Client Service Department
Position Summary
Performance Analyst is responsible for managing the performance reporting needs for a group of
consultant teams. The position requires the ability to identify problems and resolve them accurately and
timely, as well as the ability to communicate effectively with investment managers and custodians. The
responsibilities include monthly history completion, performance reconciliation and project work with the
consultant teams. The position reports to the Vice President of Client Service.
Position Responsibilities
§ Monthly history completion
§ Completion of industry sectors and asset mixes
§ Identify source of problems and resolve accurately and timely
§ Communicate effectively with investment managers and custodians on issues
§ Reconcile manager and composite performance
§ Database upkeep with investment manager/custodian contact changes
§ Notify consultant teams of investment manager changes and explain performance discrepancies
§ History creation and reconciliation for new clients
§ Assist consultant teams on projects
Qualifications
§ Bachelor’s degree, preferably with a business focus
§ Strong organizational skills and attention to detail
§ Understanding of investment terminology
§ Proficient computer skills with ability to learn proprietary software
§ Ability to multi-task and meet deadlines
Compensation
Competitive compensation and bonus opportunities commensurate with qualifications and performance
Position:
Type:
Manages Others:
Reports To:

Performance Analyst
Part Time/Non-Exempt
No
VP/Client Services

WE ARE AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER
LIMITATIONS AND DISCLAIMER
The above job description is meant to describe the general nature and level of work being performed; it is
not intended to be construed as an exhaustive list of all responsibilities, duties and skills required for the
position.
All job requirements are subject to possible modification to reasonably accommodate individuals with
disabilities. Some requirements may exclude individuals who pose a direct threat or significant risk to the
health and safety of themselves or other employees.
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This job description in no way states or implies that these are the only duties to be performed by the
employee occupying this position. Employees will be required to follow any other job-related

instructions and to perform other job-related duties requested by their supervisor in compliance with
Federal and State Laws.
Requirements are representative of minimum levels of knowledge, skills and/or abilities. To perform this
job successfully, the employee must possess the abilities or aptitudes to perform each duty proficiently.
Continued employment remains on an “at-will” basis.
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